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Representation of Visual
Gravitational Motion in the
Human Vestibular Cortex

Iole Indovina,1,2 Vincenzo Maffei,1 Gianfranco Bosco,3

Myrka Zago,1 Emiliano Macaluso,2 Francesco Lacquaniti1,3,4*

How do we perceive the visual motion of objects that are accelerated by
gravity? We propose that, because vision is poorly sensitive to accelerations,
an internal model that calculates the effects of gravity is derived from
graviceptive information, is stored in the vestibular cortex, and is activated by
visual motion that appears to be coherent with natural gravity. The acceler-
ation of visual targets was manipulated while brain activity was measured
using functional magnetic resonance imaging. In agreement with the inter-
nal model hypothesis, we found that the vestibular network was selectively
engaged when acceleration was consistent with natural gravity. These find-
ings demonstrate that predictive mechanisms of physical laws of motion are
represented in the human brain.

The perception of motion is a fundamental

property of the visual system. One of the most

frequently encountered stimuli is an object

accelerated by gravity, as in free-fall, ballis-

tic, pendulum, or wave motion. Survival in

the forest, like success on the sports field,

critically depends on the ability to estimate

the time to collision ETTC(t)^ for accelerated

objects, and to react quickly and appropriately

as a result. However, psychophysics shows

that the human visual system poorly estimates

arbitrary accelerations of targets (1–3), and

these accelerations generally are not taken

into account in timing manual interceptions

(4). Moreover, electrophysiological recordings

in the monkey show that neurons in a key

visual motion area (MT) accurately encode

target direction and speed, but they contain

only partial information about acceleration (5).

Yet, visually guided interceptions of objects

falling under gravity are accurately timed

(6–8), in contrast with interceptions of objects

dropped in microgravity (9). Furthermore, vi-

sual gravity cues contribute to perception of

causality and naturalness of motion (10, 11)

and to perception of distance and size for

falling objects (12) or biological motion (13).

Gravity cues also influence the realism of

special effects in cinematography (12). The

ability to detect gravitational acceleration in

visual motion can be demonstrated early in

life. Between 5 and 7 months, infants begin

to implicitly expect a downwardly moving ob-

ject to accelerate and an upwardly moving

object to decelerate (10). Therefore, there is

ample evidence that gravitational accelera-

tion is taken into account in visual percep-

tion and interceptive responses. However, the

neural bases of gravitational visual process-

ing are unknown.

Here we propose that an internal model

calculating the effects of gravity (1g model)

on seen objects is derived from graviceptive

information, is stored in the vestibular cor-

tex, and is activated by visual motion that

appears to be coherent with natural gravity

EFig. 1A and (14)^. The basis for this hypoth-

esis is that the vestibular system is able to

estimate the gravity vector in head coordi-

nates by combining signals from otoliths and

semicircular canals (14–16) and that multi-

sensory neurons in vestibular cortex also re-

spond to visual stimuli (17). We surmise that,

through experience, the vestibular estimate

of Earth_s gravity is transformed and stored as

an abstract representation of gravity accessible

by the visual system. Initial evidence for

represented visual gravity was provided by

the observation that, in the absence of gravity-

determined sensory cues, astronauts initial-

ly expect the effects of Earth_s gravity on a

dropped object when they attempt to catch it

in the Spacelab, and they adapt to the new

environment only after a few days of flight

(9). To test the internal model hypothesis, we

measured motor performance and brain ac-

tivity during different visual tasks. We predict

that when the acceleration of a visual target

is coherent with represented natural gravity,

the 1g model will enable subjects to compute

TTC(t) accurately, by engaging the vestibu-

lar network. Conversely, when target acceler-

ation has the same amplitude as, but opposite

direction to, natural gravity, subjects will com-

pute TTC(t) less accurately, relying on visual

motion areas that are poorly sensitive to ar-

bitrary accelerations.

A first functional magnetic resonance imag-

ing (fMRI) experiment involved three different

tasks with a block design. In all tasks, sub-

jects were presented with the picture of a wom-

an standing in front of a building and were

asked to maintain fixation on a dot placed just

above the woman_s head (18) (Movie S1). A

ball moved upward from the fixation point at

a constant acceleration bounced on the build-

ing cornice and returned downward. Initial ball

speed was randomized to make flight duration

unpredictable from trial to trial. Additionally,

the fixation point expanded transiently after

a random delay from the end of ball motion.

The ball underwent the same average speed

changes in all trials, but gravity was direct-

ed either toward the ground of the picture

(1g trials, natural gravity) or away from it

(–1g trials, reversed gravity). No cue was given

to identify either trial type, and perceptually

overt differences between them were subtle.

In different blocks, subjects were asked ei-

ther to press a button so as to intercept the

descending ball at the time of arrival at the

fixation point (proactive task), or to press

the button as fast as possible after the Go

signal corresponding to the expansion of the

fixation point (reactive task). By design, re-

sponse timing was coupled to the law of

motion in proactive tasks, but decoupled in

reactive tasks (because of the random delay

intervening between the end of ball motion

and the Go signal). We used these two tasks

to verify that differences in brain activity be-

tween 1g and –1g trials would not merely

reflect the nature of the motor task or motor

errors (19). Finally, in a baseline condition,

subjects simply fixated the expansions of the

fixation point, and there was no ball motion

in the visual display (No-motion task).

The proactive task required that subjects

programmed motor responses before ball land-

ing to compensate for neuromechanical trans-

mission delays (20). Analysis of response times

showed that the direction of visual gravity

significantly affected the subject_s ability to

intercept the ball (Fig. 1B, black bars). Thus,

all subjects correctly estimated TTC(t) in 1g

trials only, and in these trials, the response

times were explained by the 1g model that

incorporates gravity effects on target motion

(21, 22). The response times for –1g trials

were explained by the t model that incorpo-

rates information about target position and

velocity, but ignores acceleration (4, 21–23).

As expected, the direction of gravity had lit-

tle effect on response times during the reactive

task (Fig. 1B, white bars).

Analysis of fMRI data showed that 1g

trials were associated with significantly more

activity than –1g trials in a network involv-
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ing the insular cortex, temporoparietal junc-

tion, premotor and supplementary motor areas

(SMA), middle cingulate cortex, postcentral

gyrus, posterior thalamus, putamen, and me-

dial cerebellum (main effect of 1g motion,

Fig. 2, tables S1 and S2). In agreement with

the internal model hypothesis, the network

processing 1g visual motion included the insu-

lae and temporoparietal junctions, which

are generally considered the core regions of

the vestibular cortex E(24, 25); see also (17)

for related work in nonhuman primates^. Acti-

vation of the vestibular network was observed

during both proactive and reactive tasks, which

suggests that it depends on the presence of

natural gravity in the visual stimuli, rather

than on the specific motor task (anticipa-

tory ball interception versus reaction-time

response). Anatomical localization of the ves-

tibular cortex was carried out by means of a

second experiment. Standard caloric vestibu-

lar stimulations (alternating cold irrigations

of the left and right ear) were performed

blindfolded, resulting in vestibular sensations

and nystagmus (18) that are known to depend

on canal-otolith interactions performed by ves-

tibular internal models (26). The resulting pat-

tern of brain activation (tables S1 and S2)

closely matched that reported in several pre-

vious neuroimaging studies involving caloric

or galvanic vestibular stimulations (18, 24, 27).

We statistically assessed what brain regions

were activated by both 1g visual motion

and vestibular stimulation (Fig. 2, A and B;

table S1). This analysis revealed a common

network composed of insular cortex (poste-

rior insula and retroinsula), temporoparietal

junction, ventral premotor area, SMA, mid-

dle cingulate cortex, and postcentral gyrus,

as well as posterior thalamus and putamen.

Our findings demonstrate that the vestibular

network is involved in processing visual mo-

tion when this is coherent with natural grav-

ity, which supports the hypothesis of an

internal 1g model.

As for target motion unrelated to natural

gravity, our hypothesis predicts that there

should be less involvement of the internal 1g

model and, hence, less activation of the vestib-

ular network. Indeed, fMRI analysis showed

that –1g trials were associated with signifi-

cantly greater activity than 1g trials in a region

located around the lateral occipital sulcus

(LOS) in the middle and inferior occipital gyri

(fig. S1, table S3), a region previously iden-

tified as motion-sensitive (28, 29). In the context

of our tasks, LOS may help compute TTC(t)

from target position and velocity while ig-

noring acceleration, as implied by the t model

(4, 23, 30). As expected, vestibular stimulation

did not activate this area, which emphasizes the

segregation between neural representations of

natural visual gravity and those of visual motion

unrelated to gravity. Note that in contrast with

gravity information, low-level motion cues

were comparable between 1g and –1g trials,

because the visual target moved through the

same path and with the same average speed

changes in both trial types. Accordingly, we

found that several visual motion cortical areas

were activated by both 1g and –1g trials when

these trials were compared with the baseline

(No-motion) condition. Visual motion areas

included occipital area hV3a, middle tempo-

ral area hMT/V5þ, and intraparietal sulcus

regions (28, 29). Moreover, several other areas

related to the sensorimotor aspects of the

tasks were also activated in this comparison

(including superior parietal as well as frontal

premotor and motor areas).

In summary, we showed that brain regions

overlapping with those activated by direct

vestibular stimuli are activated when the in-

ternal 1g model is called into play by visual

exomotion coherent with natural gravity, even

if there is no time-varying stimulation of the

vestibular sensors. In monkeys, the parieto-

insular vestibular cortex (PIVC) at the poste-

rior end of the insula is the core region of the

vestibular cortex, as it contains the greatest

number of vestibular-driven neurons (17, 31).

Most PIVC neurons respond jointly to head

accelerations and to optokinetic and neck so-

matosensory stimuli. PIVC is reciprocally con-

nected (via ventroposterior thalamus) with the

vestibular nuclei, as well as with the other

vestibular cortical regions Ein temporoparietal

junction, postcentral gyrus, and ventral pre-

motor and cingulate cortices (17)^. In addi-

tion, PIVC receives anatomical projections

from the pulvinar, inferior parietal, and supe-

rior temporal areas, and this provides pos-

sible routes for visual inputs to vestibular

cortex, as implied by the visual responses

reported here (Fig. 2, A and B). In humans,

lesions of posterior insula and retroinsula

(probable homologs of monkey PIVC) lead

to a tilt of the perceived visual vertical and

rotational vertigo (25). Focal electrical stim-

ulation elicits sensations of altered gravity or

body tilt (32). Accordingly, it has been sug-

gested that the cortical vestibular network is

involved in the perception of our spatial ori-

entation relative to the gravitational vertical

(17, 24, 25, 27).

Here we propose a new function for this

network, namely, a representation of the phys-

Fig. 1. (A) Neural com-
putations predicted by
the hypothesis of the
internal model of grav-
ity. The vestibular semi-
circular canals measure
the angular velocity of
the head (w); the otolith
organs measure both
gravity (g) and linear
acceleration of the head
(a). Internal model cal-
culations are included
within the yellow and
pink box. A vestibular
estimate of gravity (ĝv)
is computed in head-
fixed coordinates (Xv,
Yv, Zv) by the CNS. In
general, rotational op-
tokinetic cues (y)
and extravestibular
graviceptive cues may
also contribute toward
computing ĝv. An ab-

stract representation of gravity (ĝw) accessible by
the visual system is constructed by a change of
reference frame to world-fixed coordinates (Xw, Yw,
Zw), so that it matches the perceived top-bottom
axis (Zw) of the visual scene. The internal model of
Newton’s laws results from the combination of ĝw

with on-line visual estimates about target motion
(h and v are the height of the target above the
interception point and target velocity, respectively)
and can be used by the brain for different scopes,
such as predicting target TTC(t), or perceiving a
motion as natural. For more details, see (14). (B)
Response times (RT) are means (TSEM, n 0 17) for
proactive (black bars) and reactive (white bars) tasks.
Negative time values in proactive correspond to
responses occurring before the arrival time of the

ball; positive time values in reactive correspond to responses after the Go signal. RT was significantly
(P G 0.001) different from 0 in –1g proactive, 1g reactive, and –1g reactive trials.
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ical laws of motion. Different forms of sen-

sorimotor coordination might share an internal

1g model permanently stored in the dis-

tributed vestibular network. In this network,

sensory processing may not be determined

by modality but by the nature of the input,

i.e., gravitational acceleration. Thus, the ves-

tibular estimate of gravity helps in discrim-

inating tilt from translation of the head (15, 16),

and the 1g model removes ambiguity from vi-

sual information in TTC estimates (as shown

here). Furthermore, the areas of somato-

sensory cortex and ventral premotor cortex

activated by visual 1g motion overlap with

sensory and motor arm and hand represen-

tations, which suggests that the internal 1g

model is also used to account for gravita-

tional effects on arm position when planning

arm movements or sensing arm position

(kinesthesia), in agreement with the notion

of multimodal processing in the cortical

vestibular system (17, 24, 27). Finally, the

internal 1g model might influence cognitive

processes, transforming gravity into an ab-

stract reference within the brain that con-

tributes to our mind_s balance (33). The idea

that organisms_ perception is tuned to envi-

ronmental constraints by means of their inter-

nalization has long been around in psychology

(34). Here we provided direct evidence that

the fundamental physical constraint of Earth_s
gravity is internalized in the human brain.
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Complement Factor H Variant
Increases the Risk of Age-Related

Macular Degeneration
Jonathan L. Haines,1 Michael A. Hauser,2 Silke Schmidt,2

William K. Scott,2 Lana M. Olson,1 Paul Gallins,2 Kylee L. Spencer,1

Shu Ying Kwan,2 Maher Noureddine,2 John R. Gilbert,2

Nathalie Schnetz-Boutaud,1 Anita Agarwal,3 Eric A. Postel,4

Margaret A. Pericak-Vance2*

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is a leading cause of visual impair-
ment and blindness in the elderly whose etiology remains largely unknown.
Previous studies identified chromosome 1q32 as harboring a susceptibility
locus for AMD. We used single-nucleotide polymorphisms to interrogate this
region and identified a strongly associated haplotype in two independent data
sets. DNA resequencing of the complement factor H gene within this haplo-
type revealed a common coding variant, Y402H, that significantly increases
the risk for AMD with odds ratios between 2.45 and 5.57. This common var-
iant likely explains È43% of AMD in older adults.

AMD causes progressive impairment of cen-

tral vision and is the leading cause of ir-

reversible vision loss in older Americans

(1). The most severe form of AMD involves

neovascular/exudative (wet) and/or atrophic

(dry) changes to the macula. Although the

etiology of AMD remains largely unknown,

implicated risk factors include age, ethnicity,

smoking, hypertension, obesity, and diet (2).

Familial aggregation (3), twin studies (4),

and segregation analysis (5) suggest that there

is also a substantial genetic contribution to

the disease. The candidate gene approach,

which focuses on testing biologically rele-

vant candidates, has implicated variants in

the ABCA4, FBLN6, and APOE genes as risk

factors for AMD. Replication of the ABCA4

and FBLN6 findings has been difficult, and

in toto these variants explain a small propor-

tion of AMD (6–8). The alternative genomic

approach uses a combination of genetic link-

age and association to identify previously

unknown genes involved in AMD. We par-

ticipated in a recent collaborative genomewide

linkage screen (9) in which chromosome 1q32

Table 1. CFH sequence variants identified in neovascular AMD cases and normal controls. All individuals
were homozygous for the AMD-associated GAGGT haplotype. The 24 affected individuals selected for
sequencing had severe neovascular disease (grade 5) (12) with diagnosis before age 74 (mean age at
diagnosis: 65.8 years). The 24 control individuals selected for sequencing had no evidence of AMD (grade
1) with age at exam after age 64 (mean age at exam: 69.8 years). The six previously identified SNPs are
labeled using standard nomenclature. The five previously unknown variants are labeled given their base
pair location on chromosome 1, Ensembl build 35. Five SNPs create nonsynonymous amino acid changes
within CFH, and five SNPs create synonymous changes. Exon 1 is not translated. n/a, not applicable.

Location SNP ID Effect
Minor allele frequency (%)

AMD Controls

Exon 1 rs3753394 n/a 18 24
Exon 2 rs800292 V62I 0 6
Exon 6 193,380,486 A/G R232R 0 2
Exon 7 rs1061147 A307A 10 38
Exon 8 193,390,164 C/T H332Y 0 5
Exon 9 rs1061170 Y402H 94 46
Exon 11 193,414,604 A/G A473A 0 31
Exon 12 193,416,415 A/G T519A 0 2
Exon 14 rs3753396 Q672Q 0 23
Exon 18 193,438,299 C/T H878H 6 2
Exon 19 HGVbase 000779895 E936D 0 23
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